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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This Application claims the benefit of United
States Application 14/705,421 filed May 6, 2015, United
States Provisional Application 61/990,148 filed May 8,
2014, United States Provisional Application 61/990,151
filed May 8, 2014, United States Provisional Application
61/990,156 filed May 8, 2014, United States Provisional
Application 61/990,158 filed May 8, 2014, United States
Provisional Application 61/990,159 filed May 8, 2014,
United States Provisional Application 61/990,163 filed
May 8, 2014, United States Provisional Application
61/990,169 filed May 8, 2014, United States Provisional
Application 61/990,170 filed May 8, 2014, and United
States Provisional Application 61/990,172 filed May 8,
2014.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates generally to op-
erating and managing automated equipment, including
collecting and capturing automation data using an auto-
mation controller in communication with a computing de-
vice.
[0003] US 2010/304683A1 (Gasperi, Michael L.) dis-
closes a user interface system for controlling a process,
where the process is implemented in a machine system.
The user interface system includes a user interface con-
figured to receive user input to control the process of the
machine system.
[0004] US 2010/211429A1 (Benson, Ronald C.) dis-
closes a system and method for managing abrasive
blasting which may include timing duration of blast media
being blown in performing abrasive blasting using an
abrasive blasting machine. Time duration that an oper-
ator worked in association with the duration of the blast
media being blown may be received. A blasting efficiency
ratio may be computed based on the duration of the blast-
ing media being blown and duration that the operator
worked. The blasting efficiency ratio may be displayed
to a user.
[0005] EP2690514A2 (ISIS SRL) discloses a method
for providing a graphical user interface on a portable com-
puterized control device for industrial installations which
comprises the steps of providing on the touch screen an
image of an interface which comprises graphical control
elements which can be activated by the touch of the user
and providing on the graphical screen in the vicinity of
the lateral edge of the screen at least one icon for ena-
bling the interface. Such an icon is translatable between
a rest position and an activation position by means of
touch and dragging by the user on the touch screen and
automatically returns from the enabling position into the
rest position upon release of the touch thereon.
[0006] US 2012/0310865 (Wang, David) discloses a
method and system for generating a heartbeat of a proc-

ess including at least one machine configured to perform
a process cycle consisting of a plurality of timed events
performed in a process sequence under an identified
condition includes determining the duration of each of
the timed events during the process cycle performed un-
der the identified condition, ordering the durations of the
plurality of timed events in the process sequence, and
generating a heartbeat defined by the ordered durations
of a process cycle.

BACKGROUND

[0007] A facility may include multiple machines. Each
machine can be controlled by a programmable logic con-
troller (PLC) or similar controller connected to multiple
machine elements, power sources and sensors of the
machine, to operate the machine in an automated mode.
The controller in communication with the sensors re-
ceives sensor inputs to the controller indicating condition
states of the various elements. The controller may be
programmed to scan at a predetermined frequency
through a scan cycle, defined for example, by a sequence
of operations (SOP) to be performed by the elements of
the machine, and, based on the sensor inputs and con-
dition states received by the controller, selectively ener-
gize the power sources to actuate the elements to per-
form operations defined by the program. Each machine
and its associated controller may be operated independ-
ently from each other machine. A snapshot of machine
operating data, including timing data, collected at a his-
torical point in time, may be displayed for monitoring on
a user interface, for example, connected to the machine
controller. The machine can be controlled by the machine
controller in one of an automated mode and a manual
mode, where operator input to the machine controls are
typically inputted by an operator to a control panel which
is physically attached to the machine or the machine con-
troller to restrict the location of the operator when the
machine is in operation.

SUMMARY

[0008] An automation operating and management sys-
tem is provided which consolidates and analyzes inputs
from multiple machines within an automated enterprise,
and displays inputs received from the multiple machines
using a user interface of a user device. In one example,
the user interface can include a touch screen of a portable
user device displaying a machine control interface includ-
ing one or more graphical control elements. The machine
control interface can be a machine control interface for
a specific station, a specific element, a specific machine,
a group of elements, a group of stations, a group of ma-
chines and/or a zone including multiple elements, sta-
tions and/or machines, etc. The graphical control ele-
ments are arranged relative to the machine control inter-
face such that a user can intuitively access data displayed
for the machine operation and/or control a machine op-
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eration by activation and/or manipulation of one or more
of the graphical control elements defined by the machine
control interface displayed on the touch screen.
[0009] According to the invention, a system for control-
ling automation is provided as defined as claim 1 and
includes a machine in communication with a network.
The machine collects data generated by performance of
at least one operation by the machine and transmits the
collected data to a network. A user device is in commu-
nication with the network to receive a machine control
interface (MCI) corresponding to the machine, where the
user device includes a touch interface for display of the
MCI. The MCI displays the collected data to the touch
interface, and defines at least one touch activated user
interface element (UIE) for manipulating the data dis-
played by the MCI.
[0010] The operation performed by the machine can
be one of a sequence of operations (SOP) performed by
the machine such that the data collected can include at
least one of a baseline cycle time for the operation and
an actual cycle time for performance of the operation. In
one example, the MCI displays the sequence of opera-
tions including the at least one operation, and further dis-
plays at least one of a baseline cycle indicator displaying
the baseline cycle time of the at least one operation and
an actual cycle indicator displaying the actual cycle time
of the at least one operation. The MCI can display the
baseline cycle indicator and/or the actual cycle indicator
in one of an SOP timeline display and a machine heart-
beat display. In one example, at least one UIE defined
by the MCI is defined by one of the operations displayed
in the sequence of operations. In another example, at
least one UIE is defined by the at least one of the baseline
cycle indicator and the actual cycle indicator. The col-
lected data can be viewed and/or manipulated, and ad-
ditional information can be displayed by the MCI, by a
touch input to the UIE by a user of the user device.
[0011] According to the invention, the user device is
enabled as an automation human machine interface
(HMI) device for controlling at least one operation per-
formed by the machine, such that a touch action applied
to at least one UIE defined by the MCI controls the op-
eration. The automation HMI device can include an en-
abling switch connected to the user device where acti-
vation of the enabling switch is a prerequisite condition
to enabling the user device as an automation HMI device.
The MCI can be stored in a memory of the enabling switch
such that the MCI is retrieved from the enabling switch
by the user device. According to the invention, at least
one UIE is defined by one of the baseline cycle indicator
and the actual cycle indicator, such that a touch action
applied to the UIE as a sliding pressure in a first direction
actuates performance of the operation to a conclusion or
end condition of the operation, and such that a touch
action applied to the UIE as a sliding pressure in a second
direction opposing the first direction actuates perform-
ance of the operation to a start of the operation. In one
example, the enabling switch includes a trigger and a

connector for connecting the enabling switch to a user
device, such that the user device is enabled as an auto-
mation human machine interface (HMI) device for con-
trolling the at least one operation when the enabling
switch is connected to the user device and the trigger is
manually activated by a user.
[0012] In one example, an enabled area is defined by
the location of the machine, and the automation HMI de-
vice is enabled to control the machine when the automa-
tion HMI device is located within the enabled area. The
automation HMI device is disabled from controlling the
machine when the automation HMI device is located out-
side the enabled area. The enabling switch can include
a location device for determining a location of the ena-
bling switch relative to the enabled area. The system can
include another location device for use in determining
the enabled area, and such that the location device of
the enabling switch can selectively communicate with the
other location device to determine the location of the au-
tomation HMI device relative to the enabled area. In one
example, the location devices are each radio frequency
identification (RFID) devices. In another example, the lo-
cation device included in the enabling switch is a global
positioning system (GPS) device.
[0013] The machine can be selectively operated in an
operating mode which is one of an automated mode and
a manual mode. In one example, the automation HMI
device is enabled to control the machine when the ma-
chine is operated in the manual mode, and is disabled
from controlling the machine when the machine is oper-
ated in the automatic mode. The automation HMI device
can be in communication with the machine to determine
the operating mode of the machine.
[0014] The above features and advantages, and other
features and advantages, of the present teachings are
readily apparent from the following detailed description
of some of the best modes and other embodiments for
carrying out the present teachings, as defined in the ap-
pended claims, when taken in connection with the ac-
companying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015]

FIG. 1 is a schematic view of an example of an au-
tomation operating and management system includ-
ing first, second, third and fourth level controllers;
FIG. 2 is a schematic view of an example of a ma-
chine including a first level controller and a second
level controller;
FIG. 3 is a schematic illustration of an example of a
machine sequence of operations of a machine of the
system of FIG. 1;
FIG. 4 is a schematic illustration of an example of a
machine heartbeat of the sequence of operations of
FIG. 3;
FIG. 5 is a schematic illustration of an example of a
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machine control interface showing the machine se-
quence of operations of FIG. 3 displayed on a user
device;
FIG. 6 is a schematic illustration of an example of a
machine control interface showing the machine
heartbeat of FIG. 4 displayed on a user device;
FIG. 7 is a schematic illustration of an example of a
machine control interface of FIG. 5;
FIG. 8 is a schematic illustration of an example of a
machine control interface of FIG. 6;
FIG. 9 is a schematic illustration of an example of a
user device of FIG. 1 including an enabling switch;
FIG. 10 is a schematic of a facility management sys-
tem of the system of FIG. 1, showing a plurality of
machines each having an enabled area;
FIG. 11 is a schematic of a facility management sys-
tem of the system of FIG. 10; and
FIG. 12 is a schematic illustration of an example of
the user device and enabling switch of FIG. 9 includ-
ing a machine control interface.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0016] Referring to the drawings wherein like reference
numbers represent like components throughout the sev-
eral figures, the elements shown in FIGS. 1-12 are not
to scale or proportion. Accordingly, the particular dimen-
sions and applications provided in the drawings present-
ed herein are not to be considered limiting. FIG. 1 shows
an automation operating and management system 10 for
controlling systems, machines, and elements operating
within an enterprise 12. The automation operating and
management system 10 may be referred to herein as an
automation operating system (AOS). The enterprise 12
includes an enterprise server L4, which may also be re-
ferred to herein as a fourth layer server, for receiving and
consolidating data from multiple facilities 14 (shown in
the example of FIG. 1 as facilities 14A...14x and referred
to herein collectively as facilities 14) within the enterprise
12. Each of the facilities 14 includes a facility server L3,
which may also be referred to herein as a third layer serv-
er, for receiving and consolidating data from multiple fa-
cility systems SY (shown in the example of FIG. 1 as
systems SY1...SYm and referred to herein collectively
as systems SY) within each of the facilities 14. Each fa-
cility server L3 is in communication with the enterprise
server L4. At least one of the facility systems SY in each
of the facilities 14 (shown in the example of facility 14A
as system SY1) includes multiple machines 16 (shown
in the example of FIG. 1 as machines 16A...16y and re-
ferred to herein collectively as machines 16). The ma-
chines 16 can be any machines that perform coordinated
operations including automated machines. In an illustra-
tive and non-limiting example described herein the ma-
chines 16 can be machines such as automated machines
performing operations in a manufacturing plant and/or
an assembly facility. The enterprise server L4 can be
embodied as one or more computer devices having a

processor 94 and a memory 92, some of which is com-
puter-readable tangible, non-transitory memory ar-
ranged on a printed circuit board or otherwise available
to the processor 94. Instructions embodying the methods
described herein may be programmed into memory 92
and executed as needed via the processor 94 to provide
functionality of the AOS 10 as described herein. The
memory 92 may include, by way of example, sufficient
read only memory (ROM), optical memory, flash or other
solid state memory, and the like. Transitory memory such
as random access memory (RAM) and electrically-eras-
able programmable read-only memory (EEPROM) may
also be included, along with other required circuitry (not
shown), including but not limited to a high-speed clock,
current/voltage/temperature/speed/position sensing cir-
cuitry, analog-to-digital (A/D) circuitry, digital-to-analog
(D/A) circuitry, a digital signal processor, and any nec-
essary input/output (I/O) devices and other signal condi-
tioning and/or buffer circuitry. The enterprise server L4
can include a communications interface 96 for commu-
nication with other controllers and/or servers in the en-
terprise 12, including for example, for communication
with each of a third layer server L3, a second layer con-
troller L2 and a first layer controller L1 of the enterprise
12. The fourth layer (enterprise) server L4, third layer
servers L3, second layer controllers L2 and first layer
controllers L1 can be in communication with each other
via a network 80, which may be a wired or wireless net-
work.
[0017] AOS 10 can include a data storage memory 90
which can be used to store data received from one or
more of the fourth layer server L4, third layer servers L3,
second layer controllers L2 and first layer controllers L1.
By way of example, the data storage memory 90 may be
accessed via the network 80 and/or may be external to
the enterprise 12, for external data storage. The data
storage memory 90 can be accessible via the enterprise
server L4 and/or via the network 80. The data storage
memory 90 can include, by way of example, sufficient
read only memory (ROM), optical memory, flash or other
solid state memory, and the like to store data received
from the enterprise 12. Transitory memory such as ran-
dom access memory (RAM) and electrically-erasable
programmable read-only memory (EEPROM) may also
be included, along with other required circuitry (not
shown), including but not limited to a high-speed clock,
analog-to-digital (A/D) circuitry, digital-to-analog (D/A)
circuitry, a digital signal processor, and any necessary
input/output (I/O) devices and other signal conditioning
and/or buffer circuitry.
[0018] AOS 10 can further include one or more user
devices (shown in the example of FIG. 1 as user devices
Ul...Uw and referred to herein collectively as user devices
U) in communication with the enterprise 12, via a wired
connection or a wireless connection, for example, via the
network 80. By way of non-limiting example, a user de-
vice U can be a computing device such as a personal
computer, tablet, laptop, smart phone, personal digital
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assistant, or other personal computing device for viewing
information including data related to and/or provided by
the enterprise 12. In one example, the user device U can
display a machine control interface for one or more of
the machines 16. The user device U can include a user
interface such as a touch screen for interacting with the
information and data of the enterprise 12 and/or for con-
trolling the machine 16 via the machine control interface.
[0019] In the example shown, each of the machines
16 includes a second layer controller L2 and one or more
first layer controllers L1. Each of the machine controllers
L2 (shown in the example of FIG. 1 as machine control-
lers L2A...L2y and referred to herein collectively as ma-
chine controllers L2) within a respective facility 14 are in
communication with the respective facility controller L3
for that facility 14. A second layer controller L2 may also
be referred to herein as a machine controller. Each ma-
chine controller L2 of a respective machine 16 is in com-
munication with the first layer controllers L1 of that re-
spective machine. A first layer controller L1 may be re-
ferred to herein as a base layer controller. The machine
controllers L2 and the base layer controllers L1 can each
perform specific functions in controlling and monitoring
the operation of the machine 16. Each machine controller
L2 and each base layer controller L1 can be embodied
as one or more computer devices having a processor
and memory, some of which is computer-readable tan-
gible, non-transitory memory arranged on a printed circuit
board or otherwise available to the processor. Instruc-
tions may be programmed into the memory of each of
the machine controllers L2 and each of the base layer
controllers L1 and executed as needed via the processor
of the respective controller L2, L1 to provide the control
functionality over the machines 16 and/or elements E
within the control of each respective machine controller
L2 and/or each respective base layer controller L1. The
memory of each machine controller L2 and each base
layer controller L1 can include, by way of example, suf-
ficient read only memory (ROM), optical memory, flash
or other solid state memory, and the like. Transitory mem-
ory such as random access memory (RAM) and electri-
cally-erasable programmable read-only memory (EEP-
ROM) may also be included, along with other required
circuitry (not shown), including but not limited to a high-
speed clock, current/voltage/temperature/speed/posi-
tion sensing circuitry, analog-to-digital (A/D) circuitry,
digital-to-analog (D/A) circuitry, a digital signal proces-
sor, and any necessary input/output (I/O) devices and
other signal conditioning and/or buffer circuitry. Each ma-
chine controller L2 and each base layer controller L1 can
include one or more monitoring, measuring and/or control
devices for monitoring, measuring and/or controlling the
machines 16 and/or elements E within the control of each
respective machine controller L2 and/or each respective
base layer controller L1.
[0020] Each machine 16 includes a plurality of stations
ST (shown in the example of FIGS. 1 and 2 as stations
ST1...STn and referred to herein collectively as stations

ST) for performing an operational cycle of the machine
16, where the operational cycle includes operations of
the machine 16 performed in a predetermined sequence
controlled by the base layer controller L1 and/or the ma-
chine controller L2 of the machine 16. The predetermined
sequence in which the operations in the operational cycle
is performed can be defined by a sequence of operations
39 and/or a portion of a sequence of operations 39 de-
fined for that machine 16 by the machine controller L2 of
the machine 16. It would be understood that the machine
16 would, in operation, repeatedly perform the operation-
al cycle comprising the sequence of operations 39 under
control of the machine controller L2 and/or the base layer
controller L1.
[0021] Each of the base layer controllers L1 (shown in
the example of FIGS. 1 and 2 as base layer controllers
L1A...L1z and referred to herein collectively as the base
layer controllers L1) controls operations performed by at
least one of the stations ST in communication with the
respective base layer controller L1. As shown in FIG. 2,
each station ST includes one or more elements E (shown
in the example of FIG. 2 as elements E1...Ep and referred
to herein collectively as elements E), for performing var-
ious operations and/or tasks of the respective station ST.
Using an illustrative example of a manufacturing and/or
assembly enterprise 12, examples of elements E used
to perform the various operations of a manufacturing
and/or assembly operation performed by a machine 16
and/or station ST can include clamps, cylinders, collets,
pins, slides, pallets, etc., where the examples provided
herein are non-limiting.
[0022] Each station ST further includes one or more
power sources P (shown in the example of FIG. 2 as
power sources P1...Pr and referred to herein collectively
as power sources P), for providing power to one or more
elements E and for selectively energizing a respective
element E in response to a signal from the base layer
controller L1. Each station ST further includes one or
more sensors S (shown in the example of FIG. 2 as sen-
sors S1...Sq and referred to herein collectively as sen-
sors S), for sensing a state of at least one of the elements
E and the power source P of the station ST and providing
an input to the base layer controller L1 indicating the state
sensed by the sensor S.
[0023] A state, which may be referred to as a condition
state or as a condition, as used herein, refers to a state
of the object, a condition, a status, a position, or other
property being monitored, measured and/or sensed.
Non-limiting examples of condition states including cycle
start time, cycle stop time, element start time, element
travel, element stop time, position of an element or object,
a dimensional measurement of an object which can in-
clude a dimensional measurement of a feature of an el-
ement E, a feature of a machine 16, a feature of a work-
piece (not shown) to which an operation is being per-
formed by a machine 16 or an element E, a condition of
one or more of an element E, machine 16 or workpiece,
or a condition of the environment within the facility 14. A
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condition state could further include for example, oper-
ating conditions such as on, off, open, closed, auto, man-
ual, stalled, blocked, starved, traveling, stopped, faulted,
OK, good, bad, in tolerance, out of tolerance, present,
not present, extended, retracted, high, low, etc., and can
include for example, a measure of a physical property
such as chemistry, temperature, color, shape, position,
dimensional conditions such as size, surface finish,
thread form, functional parameters such as voltage, cur-
rent, torque, pressure, force, etc., such that it would be
understood that the terms state, condition and/or condi-
tion state as describing inputs to the AOS 10 are intended
to be defined broadly. By way of non-limiting example, a
sensor S may be configured as a limit switch, a proximity
switch, a photo eye, a temperature sensor, a pressure
sensor, a flow switch, or any other type of sensor which
may be configured to determine if one or more states are
met during operation of the automated system 10, and
to provide an output to the at least one automation con-
troller, such as the base layer controller L1 and/or the
machine layer controller L2, which is received by the con-
troller L1, L2 as an input corresponding to the state de-
termined by the sensor S. The sensor S output may be
configured, for example, as a signal provided to the base
layer controller L1 and/or to the machine layer controller
L2, and received by the base layer controller L1 and/or
to the machine layer controller L2 as an input including
input data. The sensor S may be configured to provide
a discrete or bit-form output. The sensor S may be con-
figured as an analog sensor and may provide an analog
output signal corresponding to one or more of multiple
states of a element E or a group of elements E associated
with the sensor S, or one or more of multiple states of an
environment of the machine 16 and/or the environment
of the facility 14 including the machine 16.
[0024] The predetermined sequence of operations in
the operational cycle can be defined by a sequence of
operations 39 and/or a portion of a sequence of opera-
tions 39 defined for that machine 16 by the machine con-
troller L2 of the machine 16. In one example, the machine
controller L2 can perform the functions of the machine
controller L2 and the base layer controllers L1, such that
the machine 16 can be configured without the base layer
controllers L1. In this example, the machine 16 would, in
operation, repeatedly perform the operational cycle com-
prising the sequence of operations 39 under the inde-
pendent control of the machine controller L2.
[0025] In another example, the controller functions
may be divided between the base layer controllers L1
and the machine controller L2, with the base layer con-
trollers L1 functioning as low level controllers and the
machine controllers L2 functioning as a high level con-
troller coordinating the operation of the base layer con-
trollers L1 within the machine 16. In this example, the
machine 16 would, in operation, repeatedly perform the
operational cycle comprising the sequence of operations
39 under the control of the machine controller L2 and the
base layer controllers L1, where the machine controller

L2 acts as a data collector collecting the condition state
data for each of the elements E of the machine 16 from
each of the respective base layer controllers L1, and acts
as a local area controller to coordinate and control the
interaction of the base layer controllers L1 with each oth-
er. In this example, each base layer controller L1 within
the machine 16 is in communication with each other base
layer controller L1 within the machine 16 and with the
machine controller L2 to communicate condition states
of each of the elements E controlled by that respective
base layer controller L1, such that each base layer con-
troller L1 can execute control actions of the respective
elements E under the control of the respective base layer
controller L1 in response to the condition state data re-
ceived from the other base layer controllers L1 in the
machine 16.
[0026] For illustrative purposes and by way of non-lim-
iting example, the enterprise 12 shown in FIGS. 1 and 2
may be a production enterprise including a plurality of
manufacturing and/or assembly facilities 14, such as fa-
cilities 14A, 14B and 14C. In one example, the facilities
14A, 14B and 14C may be co-located within the produc-
tion enterprise 12, for example, each of the facilities 14A,
14B and 14C may be sub-factories or assembly lines co-
located in a larger building defining the production enter-
prise 12. In another example, each of the facilities 14A,
14B and 14C may be a stand-alone factory which may
be geographically separated from each other and in com-
munication with each other and the enterprise server 12,
for example, via the network 80. Facility 14A, for illustra-
tive purposes, is shown in additional detail in FIGS. 1 and
2, and includes a facility server L3A which is in commu-
nication with multiple systems SY such as systems SY1,
SY2 and SY3 operating in the facility 14A. In the example
shown, system SY1 includes manufacturing and/or as-
sembly operations consisting of multiple machines 16
such as machines 16A, 16B, 16C, 16D and 16E.
[0027] In the illustrative example, machine 16A is
shown in additional detail in FIG. 2, consisting of multiple
stations ST such as stations ST1 through ST10. Machine
16A includes a machine controller L2A in communication
with multiple base layer controllers L1 such as base layer
controllers L1A, L1B and L1C. Each of the base layer
controllers L1A, L1B and L1C acts to control multiple sta-
tions ST according to instructions received from the ma-
chine controller L2A, to perform operations, for example,
defined by a sequence of operations 39 stored in the
machine controller L2A. For example, as shown in FIG.
2, base layer controller L1A can control the operations
of stations ST1, ST2, ST3, ST4 by selectively activating
the power sources P1, P2 and P3 to selectively actuate
elements E1, E2, E3 and E4. The base layer controller
L1A receives sensor outputs from the sensors S1, S2,
S3 and S4 which indicate condition states, for example,
of the elements E1, E2, E3 and E4. The base layer con-
troller L1A is in communication with base layer controllers
L1B and L1C in the present example, and receives con-
dition state input from base layer controllers L1B and L1C
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indicating the condition states of elements E5 through
E10. The base layer controller L1A selectively actuates
the elements E1, E2, E3 and E4 according to instructions
stored in the memory of the base layer controller L1A,
inputs and instructions received from the machine con-
troller L2A and in response to the condition states of the
elements E1 through E10, in the present example, re-
ceived by the base layer controller L1A. The examples
described herein and shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 related to
machine 16A are illustrative and non-limiting. For exam-
ple, each of the machines 16 controlled and/or managed
by AOS 10 could include a machine controller L2, how-
ever could differ in including a base layer controller L1
and/or the number of base layer controllers L1 included
in the machine 16, and could differ in the number, ar-
rangement, function, etc. of the stations ST, elements E,
sensors S and power sources P from the illustrative ex-
ample of machine 16A shown in FIGS. 1 and 2.
[0028] In the present illustrative example, facility sys-
tems SY2 and SY3 shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 can operate
in the facility 14A and can be operated and/or managed
using the AOS 10 in a manner and/or to provide outputs
which can affect the operations of system SY1 in facility
14A, including affecting the efficiency and/or downtime
of the machines 16 included in the system SY1. Each of
the systems SY2, SY3 includes one or more servers (not
shown, referred to herein as a SY server) which can be
embodied as one or more computer devices having a
processor and memory, some of which is computer-read-
able tangible, non-transitory memory arranged on a print-
ed circuit board or otherwise available to the processor.
Instructions may be programmed into the memory of
each SY server and executed as needed via the proces-
sor of the SY server to provide monitoring and/or control
functionality over the facility operations within the control
of the respective SY system. The memory of the SY serv-
er can include, by way of example, sufficient read only
memory (ROM), optical memory, flash or other solid state
memory, and the like. Transitory memory such as ran-
dom access memory (RAM) and electrically-erasable
programmable read-only memory (EEPROM) may also
be included, along with other required circuitry (not
shown), including but not limited to a high-speed clock,
current/voltage/temperature/speed/position sensing cir-
cuitry, analog-to-digital (A/D) circuitry, digital-to-analog
(D/A) circuitry, a digital signal processor, and any nec-
essary input/output (I/O) devices and other signal condi-
tioning and/or buffer circuitry. Each of the systems SY2,
SY3 can include one or more monitoring, measuring
and/or control devices and/or sensors for monitoring,
measuring and or sensing a state of the facility operations
within the control of the respective SY system.
[0029] In the present illustrative example of a produc-
tion enterprise 12, system SY2 can be a facility manage-
ment system, which may be referred to herein as a facility
infrastructure system SY2, for monitoring, measuring
and/or controlling various factors of the infrastructure and
operating environment of facility 14A, such as electrical

power supply provided to the various power sources P,
water supply provided to hydraulic and/or coolant sys-
tems within the facility 14A and/or coolant systems relat-
ed to the machines 16, compressed air supply provided
within the facility 14A, for example, to pneumatic systems
of the machines 16, to pneumatically operated elements
E, and/or to pneumatically controlled manual tools such
as pneumatic torch wrenches which may be used in man-
ufacturing and/or assembly operations within the facility
14A. It would be understood that variability in each of the
electrical power supply, water supply, and compressed
air supply could affect the operation, efficiency and down-
time of one or more of the machines 16 and/or elements
E. For example, a decrease in the pressure of the com-
pressed air supply provided to a pneumatically controlled
element E such as a cylinder may decrease the speed
at which the cylinder element E travels, increasing the
cycle time required for the cylinder element E to travel
when performing an operation of a machine 16. For ex-
ample, an increase in temperature of cooling water cir-
culating in a cooling water jacket of a machine 16 such
as a welding machine, may change the efficiency of heat
transfer from a work area of the machine 16, affecting
the tool life of the welding elements E in the machine 16
and/or the cooling rate of the welds being formed in a
product welded by the machine 16. For example, varia-
bility in the voltage level of the incoming power supply
provided to a power source P can affect the response
time of a clamp element E activated by the power source
P, thereby affecting the cycle time of the operation per-
formed by the clamp element E. By way of example, sys-
tem SY2 can monitor, measure, and/or control ambient
conditions within the facility 14A, or within a portion of
the facility 14A, such as temperature, humidity, etc. For
example, the facility 14A may be portioned into multiple
zones, where at least one of the machines 16 is located
in each zone. By way of example, one of the zones can
include machines 16 which are performing operations
sensitive to ambient temperature and/or humidity condi-
tions, such as an electronics fabrication operation or a
painting operation, such that variability in the ambient
temperature and/or humidity in that zone may affect the
quality of the product produced by the machines 16 in
that area. These examples are non-limiting and for illus-
trative purposes, and it would be understood that varia-
bility within facility controlled systems and conditions
such as power supply, water supply, compressed air sup-
ply, temperature, humidity, etc. can affect the operation
of the machines 16, elements E and/or can affect the
quality and/or condition of the products produced by
and/or the services provided by the machines 16 in mul-
tiple ways too numerous to include herein. System SY2
can transmit signals (inputs) to the facility server L3A
indicating condition states of the various factors of the
operating environment of facility 14A being monitored,
measured, and/or controlled by the facility server L3A.
[0030] In the present illustrative example of a produc-
tion enterprise 12, system SY3 can include production
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control and product assurance operations and can mon-
itor, measure and/or control various factors of the pro-
duction control and product assurance operations which
impact the operation of manufacturing and production
system SY1 of facility 14A. For example, the production
control operations of system SY3 can monitor inventory
levels (on order, in transit, in stock) of machine parts for
the machines 16, which may include replaceable service
parts (motors, etc.) sensors S (limit switches, etc.) and/or
elements E which can include durable (reusable) ele-
ments such as clamps, cylinders, etc. and/or consumable
(replaceable) elements E such as drills, taps, clamp
pads, etc. required for a station ST to complete an oper-
ation and/or for the machine 16 to operate. In another
illustrative example, the production control operations of
system SY3 can monitor inventory levels (on order, in
transit, in stock) of vendor supplied (purchased) compo-
nents and/or material which are provided to the machines
16, for example, as raw material or work pieces on which
operations are performed by the machines 16, or are
provided to the machines 16, for example, as compo-
nents to be assembled with other components to form a
finished assembly. The product assurance operation, for
example, can monitor the condition of vendor supplier
(purchased) components and/or materials and indicate
the acceptance or rejection of the vendor supplied ma-
terials, which could affect the availability of that inventory
to the machines 16. In another illustrative example, the
product assurance operation can measure and output a
condition state of a component or raw material to the
facility server L3 and/or to a machine controller L2 of a
machine 16 processing the component or raw material,
such that the machine 16 in response can adjust settings
based on the measured condition state of the incoming
component or raw material. For example, a machine 16
may be an oven to temper components made from raw
material. The machine 16 via the facility controller L3 can
receive hardness data for the raw material from the prod-
uct assurance system SY3 and adjust the tempering tem-
perature of the oven based on the hardness of the raw
material. These examples are non-limiting and for illus-
trative purposes, and it would be understood that the con-
dition of components and/or raw material monitored
and/or measured by the product assurance operations
of the system SY3, the inventory levels of components
and/or raw material and the availability of machine parts
for the machines 16 and elements E controlled and mon-
itored by the production control operations of the system
SY3 can affect the operational efficiency and/or down-
time of the machines 16 and/or elements E and/or can
affect the quality and/or condition of the products pro-
duced by and/or the services provided by the machines
16 in multiple ways too numerous to include herein. Sys-
tem SY3 can transmit signals (inputs) to the facility server
L3A indicating condition states of the various factors of
the operating environment of facility 14A being moni-
tored, measured, and/or controlled by the facility server
L3A.

[0031] In the present illustrative example, the facility
server L3A acts as a data collector within the AOS 10 for
collecting the inputs received from the systems SY1, SY2
and SY3, and can analyze and use the accumulated data
and inputs to identify and respond to operating conditions
throughout the facility 14A, including implementing pre-
ventive actions to minimize downtime, efficiency losses
and/or productivity losses, by controlling and modifying
the operations within the facility 16A, which can include
outputting commands to the machine controllers L2A
through L2E and outputting commands to systems SY2
and SY3, for example, in response to condition states
and inputs received from the machine controllers L2A
through L2E and systems SY2 and SY3, to modify the
operating conditions within the facility 14A, the sequence
of operations 39 performed by the various stations ST,
the machines 16 and/or stations ST used to perform one
or more operations, etc., to improve efficiency, decrease
and/or optimize power consumption within the facility,
increase productivity, reduce or avoid downtime, etc. in
response to the analysis of the data by the facility server
L3A. The AOS 10 is advantaged by accumulating the
data and inputs from multiple production (SY1) and non-
production (SY2, SY3) systems and multiple machines
within a facility 14, analyzing the accumulated data and
inputs using a facility server L3 to identify issues which
may not be identifiable by the independent machine con-
trollers L2, for example where such issues may result
from interactions of multiple inputs which are outside the
scope of inputs controlled by any one of the machine
controllers L2, and/or which may be identifiable only by
combination of inputs from multiple sources (multiple ma-
chines 16, a machine 16 and system input from one or
more of systems SY2, SY3, etc.), and using the AOS 10
to identify, action responses to, manage and/or prevent
issues using the collective resources of the facility 14.
[0032] In the present illustrative example, the enter-
prise server L4 acts as a data collector for the inputs and
data received from the facility servers L3A, L3B and L3C.
The enterprise server L4 can analyze and use the accu-
mulated data and inputs to control and modify the oper-
ations within one or more of the facilities 16A, 16B, 16C,
16D and 16E, including implementing preventive actions
to minimize downtime, efficiency losses and/or produc-
tivity losses, by controlling and modifying the operations
of one or more of the facilities 16A, 16B, 16C, 16D and
16E, in response to an issue or condition identified in one
or more of the facilities 16A, 16B, 16C, 16D and 16E,
which can include, for example, transferring production
between facilities 16 in anticipation of or in response to
a downtime event, to increase efficiency based on the
operational condition of a machine 16 in one facility 14
as compared to an identical and/or substantially similar
machine 16 in another facility 14, to respond to inputs
received from the non-production systems SY2 and/or
SY3 indicating for example, a facility power supply issue
or incoming material issue, etc. The AOS 10 is advan-
taged by accumulating the data and inputs from facilities
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14, analyzing the accumulated data and inputs using the
enterprise server L4 to identify issues which may not be
identifiable by the independent facility servers L3, for ex-
ample where such issues may result from interactions of
multiple inputs which are outside the scope of inputs con-
trolled by or received into any one of the facility servers
L3, and/or which may be identifiable only by a combina-
tion of inputs from multiple facilities L4, and using the
AOS 10 to identify, action responses to, manage and/or
prevent issues using the collective resources of the en-
terprise 12.
[0033] The examples described herein and shown in
FIGS. 1 and 2 related to facility 14A are illustrative and
non-limiting, and it would be understood that the facilities
14 other than facility 14A included in the enterprise 12
can each include at least one machine 16 configured
similar to machine 16A to include a base layer controller
L1 and a machine controller L2, however the number and
configuration of each of the machines 16 may vary within
a facility 14 and from one facility 14 to another facility 14,
and each of the machines 16 may include elements E
and sensors S arranged in stations ST other than those
described for the example of machine 16A to perform
operations other than those performed as described for
machine 16A.
[0034] The example of an enterprise 12 including fa-
cilities 14 such as manufacturing plants and/or assembly
facilities is not intended to be limiting. An AOS 10 as
described herein can be applied to the control and man-
agement of any type of enterprise 12 including machines
16 performing coordinated operations, and as such it
would be understood that the terms enterprise 12, facility
14, machine 16, element E and sensor S are intended
to be defined broadly. By way of non-limiting example,
an enterprise 12 can be an amusement park including
an AOS 10, where the facilities 14 and machines 16 are
defined by different areas of the amusement park and
the systems SY can include, for example, a security sys-
tem for the amusement park and an infrastructure system
(water, power, waste disposal, etc.) of the amusement
park. In such an example, an amusement ride facility 14A
can include machines 16 forming the amusement rides,
an admission ticketing facility 14B can include machines
16 for receiving and securing payment for tickets, a dining
facility 14C can include machines 16 for providing food
service, a parking facility 14C can include machines 16
for receiving parking fees and monitoring and patrolling
the parking area, etc. In another non-limiting example,
an enterprise 12 including an AOS 10 may be a property
development, such as an office building complex, where
each facility 14 includes one or more buildings within the
complex, and the machines 16 operating in each facility
14 include, for example, elevators, security cameras,
heating and ventilation equipment, etc.
[0035] Referring now to FIGS. 3 and 4, timing data col-
lected from one or more of the elements E, stations ST
and/or machines 16 within the enterprise 12 can be dis-
played as shown in FIG. 3 in a traditional sequence of

operation (SOP) display format 33, and/or in a heartbeat
display format 35 shown in FIG. 4. The SOP display for-
mat 33 may be referred to as a SOP timeline display or
as a SOP display. In the SOP display 33 shown in FIG.
3, the sequence of operations 39 corresponding to the
data being displayed is listed vertically (as shown on the
page), and in the present example includes operations
Op1 through Op9, with operation Op1 being performed
by elements E1 and E2 of a machine 16, operation Op
2 being performed by elements E3 and E4, and so on. A
baseline cycle, e.g., the design intent cycle, for each of
the operations Op1...Op9 in the SOP 39 is graphically
shown by a baseline cycle indicator 29. The actual cycle
for each of the operations Op1...Op9 is graphically shown
by an actual cycle indicator 31. Each of the actual cycle
indicators 31 may be color coded, e.g., displayed in a
color defining the status of the cycle of that operation. In
the example shown, the actual cycle indicators 31 are
displayed in either a red or green color, with red indicating
the actual cycle time is outside of a predetermined toler-
ance for the cycle of that operation, and green indicating
the actual cycle time is within tolerance.
[0036] In the heartbeat display 35 shown in FIG. 4, the
sequence of operations (SOP) 39 corresponding to the
data is displayed on the horizontal axis (as shown on the
page) with the actual cycle time of each operation
Opl...Op9 shown in heartbeat display format by an actual
cycle time indicator 31, which may be color coded as
previously described for FIG. 3, to indicate whether the
cycle time for each respective operation is within toler-
ance. FIG. 4 further displays the heartbeat 88 of the se-
quence of operations 39, where the heartbeat 88 is de-
termined, for example, as described in U.S. patent
8,880,442 B2 issued November 14, 2014 to the inventor.
[0037] As shown in FIGS. 5 and 6, the SOP display 33
and the heartbeat display 35 can each be displayed on
a graphical user interface 74 of a user device U and each
can be embodied as a machine control interface (MCI)
84 including one or more user interface elements (UIE)
86, also referred to herein as graphical control elements
(GCE) or GCEs. The user device U can be one of a plu-
rality of user devices U (shown in the example of FIGS.
1 and 2 as user devices U...Uw and referred to herein
collectively as user devices U) connected to the network
80 and included in the AOS 10 to receive data from the
enterprise 12. In one example, the user device U can be
a portable computing device such as a personal compu-
ter, notebook, tablet, smart phone, personal data assist-
ant, etc., including, as shown in FIG. 9, a processor 76
and memory 78, some of which is computer-readable
tangible, non-transitory memory arranged on a printed
circuit board or otherwise available to the processor 76.
The memory 78 may include, by way of example, suffi-
cient read only memory (ROM), optical memory, flash or
other solid state memory, and the like. Transitory memory
such as random access memory (RAM) and electrically-
erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM)
may also be included, along with other required circuitry
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(not shown), including but not limited to a high-speed
clock, location sensing circuitry, analog-to-digital (A/D)
circuitry, digital-to-analog (D/A) circuitry, a digital signal
processor, and any necessary input/output (I/O) devices
and other signal conditioning and/or buffer circuitry. The
user device U can include a connector port 72 for con-
necting the user device U to a peripheral device. In the
example shown in FIG. 9, the user device U is connected
to an enabling switch 50 such that the user device U is
enabled as an automation human machine interface
(HMI) device 175, also referred to as an HMI control de-
vice.
[0038] The user device U includes a communications
interface which can be a wireless or wired interface, for
connection of the user device U to the network 80 for
communication with one or more of the controllers L1,
L2, the servers L3, L4, another of the user devices U,
and/or the data storage memory 90. In one example, the
user may subscribe to receive alerts for one or more el-
ements E and/or machines 16 being monitored by the
user, where the alerts may be received by the user on
the user device U as one or more of a text message,
instant message, e-mail, or other alert indicator. The user
device U includes a graphical user interface (GUI) 74,
which in a preferred example is a graphical touch screen
or other touch-sensitive display, such that a user can
provide haptic and/or tactile (touch) input to the user de-
vice 74, including commands, via the GUI 74 and/or
standard tool bars 82. The GUI 74 can also be referred
to herein as a touch screen 74. A touch input can be
provided, by way of non-limiting example, by a touch ac-
tion including user contact with touch screen 74, where
user contact with the touch screen is typically, but not
necessarily, made by a portion of the user’s hand such
as a finger or fingers, or portions thereof such as one or
more fingertips or knuckles, and/or by a surface of the
hand such as the side of the hand or heel of the palm. A
touch action, by way of non-limiting example, can be a
touch pressure, a touch motion, and/or a combination
touch action including a touch pressure action and a
touch motion action. A touch pressure action, which may
be referred to as a touch pressure, can refer to a point
pressure applied to a localized area of the touch screen
74, and typically, but not necessarily, applied by a finger-
tip or knuckle. A touch pressure can be characterized by
a predetermined minimum pressure force which must be
exerted on the touch screen 74 to be recognized by the
MCI 84 and/or the touch screen 74 as an intentional touch
action, e.g., where sensing the minimum pressure force
differentiates the touch pressure from an incidental con-
tact with the touch screen 74. The touch pressure can
be a "touch and hold" action characterized by a point
pressure which is sustained for a predetermined mini-
mum hold time such that the touch and hold action can
be recognized by the MCI 84 and/or the touch screen 74
as an intentional touch action, e.g., where sensing the
minimum hold time differentiates the touch pressure from
an incidental contact with the touch screen 74. The touch

pressure can be a "touch and tap" action characterized
by a point pressure applied in a predetermined pattern
or sequence of multiple touches, such as a double tap,
triple tap, etc., where the sequence of taps must be ac-
complished within a predetermined time interval such
that the sequence of taps can be recognized by the MCI
84 and/or the touch screen 74 as an intentional touch
action, e.g., where sensing the sequence of taps occur-
ring within the predetermined time interval differentiates
the touch pressure action from multiple incidental con-
tacts with the touch screen 74. A touch motion can be
characterized by a pattern of continuous contact across
a predetermined area or along a predetermined path
which must be exerted on the touch screen 74 by a user
to be recognized by the MCI 84 and/or the touch screen
74 as touch action. According to the invention, a touch
motion is a slide motion along a path defined by a UIE
86, where the MCI 84 displays an indicator associated
with the UIE 86. In an illustrative example shown in FIG.
7, UIE 86C defines a slide path which is associated with
the baseline cycle indicator 29 and the actual cycle indi-
cator 31 of operation Op5 displayed by the MCI 84. In
the illustrative example, a touch motion along the path
defined by UIE 86C activates a command, when the user
device U is enabled to control the machine 16 performing
the SOP 39 associated with the MCI 84, to actuate ele-
ment E7 performing Op 5 to a position in the cycle of Op
5. For example, a slide motion in the direction of arrow
136C activates UIE86C to actuate element E7 to condi-
tion, for example, a position, earlier in the cycle of oper-
ation Op5, as determined by the length or duration of the
slide motion in the direction of arrow 136C. For example,
the length or duration of the slide motion in the direction
of arrow 136C can be continued until element E7 is re-
turned to the start condition of operation Op5, for exam-
ple, to a starting position for operation Op5. The example
shown is non-limiting, and it would be understood that
touch motions including linear and/or non-linear patterns
and/or paths may be used to define a touch action. By
way of example, a touch motion may include a broader
motion, such as a swipe motion across the touch screen
74, to provide a user input to the MCI 84.
[0039] Data collected by AOS 10, including data col-
lected from elements E, sensors S, machines 16, sys-
tems SY, etc. in the enterprise 12 can be displayed on
the user device U using one or more machine control
interfaces (MCI) 84, where each machine control inter-
face 84 can be generated by and/or stored in the memory
of one or more of a machine controller L2, a facility server
L3, the enterprise server L4 and/or the data storage mem-
ory 90, and can be accessed, for example, by a user
device U via the network 80, for downloading of the MCI
84 to the user device U such that a user can view data
from the AOS 10 via the MCI 84 and/or interface with the
MCI 84 to monitor and/or control one or more machines
16 as described herein. As shown in FIGS. 5-8, an MCI
84 can be embodied as one of the SOP display 33 of
FIG. 3 and/or the heartbeat display 35 of FIG. 4. These
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examples are non-limiting, and it would be understood
that the MCI 84 can include any arrangement of data
accessible from the AOS 10 which can be displayed, and
which may be enabled with one or more UIEs 86 to allow
a user to interface with the MCI 84 to manipulate the data
displayed on the touch screen 74 using one or more of
the UIEs 86 and/or the tool bars 82. For example, MCI
84 can be a machine control interface for a specific station
ST, a specific element E, a specific machine M, a group
of elements E, a group of stations ST, a group of ma-
chines M and/or a zone 98 including multiple elements
E, multiple stations ST and/or multiple machines M, a
sequence of operations (SOP) 39 or a portion thereof, a
production line, a facility 14, etc. The UIEs 86 can be
arranged relative to the MCI 84 such that a user can
intuitively interface with the MCI 84, for example, to ac-
tivate the UIEs 86 to display additional information pro-
vided by the AOS 10. By way of non-limiting example,
one or more UIEs 86 can be configured such that a user
touch input to the UIEs 86 can activate the display of
additional information in a pop-up window or another
screen, can activate the display of a menu which may
include additional UIEs 86 for selecting information, dis-
play options and/or other MCIs 84, can activate modifi-
cation of the current display to show an alternate view of
the MCI 84 (for example, to toggle an MCI 84 between
the SOP display 33 shown in FIG. 5 and the heartbeat
display 35 shown in FIG. 6) and/or can activate modifi-
cation of the current display to shown condition states
(such as on, off, OK, out of tolerance, etc.) or status in-
dicators (such as stopped, blocked, starved, etc.) using
one or more differentiating display features such as color
coding, selective lighting and/or highlighting of portions
of the MCI 84, etc.
[0040] In an illustrative example described herein, the
MCI 84 and/or the UIEs 86 can be configured and/or en-
abled and an automation human machine interface (HMI)
device 175 (see FIGS. 9 and 12) such that the user, via
a touch input to the UIEs 86 of the MCI 84, can activate,
manipulate and/or control a motion, action and/or oper-
ation of an element E, station ST, and/or machine 16
corresponding to the MCI 84 displayed on the touch
screen 74. One or more preconditions can be required
prior to enabling the user device U and the MCI 84 dis-
played on the user device U for use as an automation
HMI device 175, which can include, for example, one or
more of restricting operation of the machine 16 corre-
sponding to the enabled MCI 84 to operating in manual
mode, authenticating the user as an authorized user such
as a qualified operator/programmer of the machine 16
corresponding to the enabled MCI 84, connecting an en-
abling switch 50 to the user device U and activating the
enabling switch 50 by user contact with the enabling
switch 50, etc. The automation HMI device 175 can also
be referred to as an HMI control device.
[0041] In the non-limiting example shown in FIG. 9, the
user device U can include at least one location device
80, such as a global positioning system (GPS) transmit-

ter/receiver and/or a radio frequency identification (RFID)
transmitter/receiver, for detecting the absolute location
of the user device U and/or the location of the user device
U relative to, for example, another location or another
location device such as a location device 60 located on
a machine 16 (see FIG. 10). The location device 80 can
be used to authenticate the user device U to the enter-
prise 12 or a portion thereof prior to allowing access by
the user device U, for example, to AOS 10 and/or to the
data storage memory 90 and data stored therein. In one
example, the location device 80 can be used to control
geographic access to AOS 10 by the user device U by
allowing access by the user device U to AOS 10 only
when the user device U is located within a facility 14
and/or within a predetermined space, such as an enabled
area 91 of a machine 16. The location device 80 can be
used to authenticate the user device U to another device
including a location device, such as an enabling switch
50 including a location device 56 (see FIG. 9) and/or a
machine 16 including a location device 60 (see FIGS. 10
and 11).
[0042] As shown in FIGS. 5 and 6, each of the SOP
display 33 and the heartbeat display 35 is shown as an
MCI 84, which can be viewed by a user to monitor the
operations of the machine 16, stations ST and/or ele-
ments E performing the operations shown in the SOP
39. As shown in FIGS. 5 and 6, each of the SOP display
33 and the heartbeat display 35 MCIs 84 can be enabled
with multiple UIEs 86 to allow a user to control and/or
manipulate functions of a machine 16 via the MCI 84 of
the user device U, and such that the touch screen 74
provides both an output interface and an input interface
between the user and the user device U. The UIEs 86
respond to haptic and/or tactile (touch) contact from the
user, and can be configured such that a UIE 86 can be
activated by touch pressure of a user, touch motion of a
user such as a sliding motion, and/or a combination of
these. In the illustrative example shown, each of the op-
eration steps Op1 through Op9 of the SOP 39 is enabled
as a UIE 86, and each of the base cycle indicators 29
and/or actual cycle indicators 31 are enabled as a UIE 86.
[0043] In addition to viewing and monitoring the con-
ditions of a machine 16 and/or an SOP 39 being per-
formed by the machine 16, and as shown in an illustrative
example in FIGS. 7 and 8, a user can control operations
of a machine 16 via the touch screen 74 by manipulating
one or more of the UIEs 86. One or more preconditions
can be required to allow the user to access the MCI 84
for the machine 16 and/or to control operations of the
machine 16 via an MCI displayed on the touch screen
74. In one example described in further detail herein, a
precondition for using the user device U to control oper-
ations of a machine 16 can include connecting an ena-
bling switch 50 to the user device, to provide an automa-
tion HMI device 175 which requires the user to occupy
both hands in the use of the HMI control device 175, e.g.,
with one hand activating the enabling switch 50 and the
other hand manipulating the user device U and/or the
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MCI 84 displayed on the touch screen 74 of the user
device U. In another example, the user can be required
to authenticate the user as an authorized user qualified
to access the MCI 84 to monitor and/or to control oper-
ations of the machine 16, via a log in procedure and/or
other authentication procedure which may be accom-
plished, for example using the user device U. The au-
thentication procedure may determine the level of access
the user is provided via the user device U. For example,
the user’s access can be limited to accessing the MCI
84 for a machine 16 only for viewing and/or monitoring
data related to the machine 16 including the operating
condition of the machine 16, such that the user’s access
does not allow the user to control and/or modify opera-
tions of the machine 16, as could be the case when the
user is authenticated to view data related to the machine
16 however is not qualified to control operations of the
machine 16 and/or is otherwise restricted from controlling
operations of the machine 16. A user, via the authenti-
cation process, can be given access to the MCI 84 and
the UIEs 86 enabled to allow the user to control and/or
modify operations of the machine 16, where, in an illus-
trative example, the user is authenticated as a service
person, engineer, machine programmer or other person
qualified to control the machine 16.
[0044] The machine 16 can be configured, for exam-
ple, via the machine controller L2 of the machine 16, such
that the machine can be controlled via the MCI 84 and
the user device U only when the machine 16 is being
operated in manual mode. As a precondition to control
operations of the machine via the touch screen 74, the
user device U may be required to be within a predeter-
mined area of the machine 16. The predetermined area
can be referred to herein as a control enabled area 91
(see FIG. 10), which may vary in size and/or configuration
(as shown in FIG. 11 for enabled areas 91C and 91D)
for each machine 16. The control enabled area 91 defines
an area in which a user device U can be enabled to control
operations of a machine 16 in the enabled area 91. In
one example, the enabled area may be enabled using a
location device 60 installed on or in and/or otherwise lo-
cated proximate to the machine 16, station ST, and/or
element E being enabled for control via a user device U,
where the location device 60 in communication with, for
example, a location device 80 on the user device U and/or
a location device 56 on a peripheral device such as an
enabling switch 50 connected to the user device U, de-
fines the enabled area 91 in which the user device U can
control the respective machine 16, station ST, and/or el-
ement E associated with the respective location device
60. For example, as shown in FIG. 10, a location device
60A can be configured to define an enabled area 91A for
a machine 16A, the location device 60B can be config-
ured to define an enabled area 91B for a machine 16B,
and so on.
[0045] In one example, the location device 80 of the
user device U in communication with the location device
60 of the machine can prompt a machine controller L2

of a machine 16 to provide access to and/or display an
MCI 84 for that machine 16 or a menu including an option
to select the MCI 84 for that machine 16 when the user
device U is within a predetermined distance of that ma-
chine 16, which can be defined by the enabled area 91
and/or can be defined by the location of the user device
U, for example, in a facility and/or a portion of the facility
including the machine 16. For example, referring to FIGS.
11 and 12, FIG. 11 shows a floor plan of a facility 14A
including the location of various user devices U1...U4 in
the facility 14A at a given point in time. FIG. 12 shows
an MCI 84 displaying a machine layout display 116 show-
ing for example, the floor plan of a facility 14A including
machines 16A...16F. In one example, the MCI 84 shown
in FIG. 12 may be displayed to any user device U located
in the facility 14A, and a user can access an MCI 84 for
each of the machines 16A...16G in the facility 14A by
touching and/or pressing a corresponding one of the
UIEs 86G...86N of the MCI 84 shown in FIG. 12. The
MCI 84 for the selected machine 16A...16G may be dis-
played, for example, as an SOP display 33 (see FIG. 5)
or a heartbeat display 35, or a menu may be displayed
to the user on the user device U to enable the user to
select from multiple MCI 84 display formats available for
the selected machine 16.
[0046] In another example, where the user and/or the
user device U is authenticated or otherwise enabled for
controlling one or more of the machines 16 via an MCI
84 displayed on the user device, the MCI 84 shown in
FIG. 12 may indicate on the display those machines
which are enabled for control via the user device U. For
example, referring to FIGS. 11 and 12, when a user de-
vice U2 is located in a control enabled area 91 of a ma-
chine 16 for which control of that user machine 16 by
user device U2 has been authorized, the machine icon
on the display shown in FIG. 12 may be differentiated on
the display to indicate to the user that the user device U2
is in a control enabled area 91 for that machine 16, and
the user can, from that location, control operations of that
machine. In an illustrative example, the user device U2
is shown in FIG. 11 as being located within two overlap-
ping enabled areas 91C and 91D defined respectively
for machines 16C and 16D. While the user device U2 is
located at this location, the icons representing the ena-
bled areas 91C, 91D are differentiated to indicate to the
user of the user device U2 that control of the machines
16C and 16D is enabled from that location. In the illus-
trative example, the icons for machines 16C and 16D are
differentiated on the display in FIG. 12 by a double ring,
however it would be understood that any form of graphical
differentiation could be used. For example, the control
enabled areas 91C, 91D could be differentiated in the
display by color, highlighting, etc.
[0047] Referring again to FIGS. 5 and 6, each MCI 84
of the SOP display 33 and the heartbeat display 35 can
be enabled with multiple UIEs 86 to allow a user to the
activate and/or manipulate the UIEs 86, and such that
the touch screen 74 provides both an output interface
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and an input interface between the user and the user
device U. Each of the UIE 86 can respond to haptic and/or
tactile (touch) contact from the user, which may be ap-
plied in a predetermined pattern to provide an input to
the touch screen 74. For example, an UIE 86 can be
activated by a touch pressure (point pressure or press
and hold) applied by, for example, a finger of a user on
the area of the touch screen 74 where the UIE 85 is lo-
cated, by a touch motion of a user such as a sliding motion
of the user’s finger across the area of the touch screen
74 defining the UIE 86, and/or a combination of a touch
pressure and a touch motion. In an illustrative example
shown in FIG. 5, the user can apply a touch pressure on
a UIE 86, such as UIE 86D corresponding to operation
Op8 in SOP 39, to activate the UIE 86D to display addi-
tional information about operation Op8. In one example,
applying a touch pressure on the UIE 86D can activate
the user device U and/or the MCI 84 to display detailed
information about the operation Op8, including listing the
names and details of each of the elements E1, E2 per-
forming the operation Op8, which can be displayed, by
way of non-limiting example, in a pop-up window (not
shown) imposed on the MCI 84 and/or in a new screen
display. In another example, applying either of a touch
pressure or a touch motion such as a sliding motion to
the UIE 86E corresponding to the baseline cycle indicator
29 and/or the actual cycle indicator 31 of the operation
Op8 can activate the user device U and/or the MCI 84 to
display additional information about the operation Op8,
which may include, for example, the baseline (design in-
tent) start time, cycle time and stop time for the operation
Op8, the actual start time, cycle time and stop time of
operation Op8 in the operational cycle displayed in FIG.
5, and any preconditions which may be required before
operation Op8 is started. For example, completion of op-
eration Op5 may be a precondition to starting operation
Op8 and such information may be displayed in response
to the user activating the UIE 86E with a touch action.
The additional information can, by way of example, be
displayed in a pop-up screen, in another screen, etc. FIG.
5 shows the actual cycle indicator 31 for operation Op8
is colored "RED", and the remaining actual cycle indica-
tors 31 for the other operations Opl...Op7 and Op9 are
colored "GREEN", indicating, in the illustrative example,
that a fault alert or alarm has been set for operation Op8.
By touching the UIE 86E in a predetermined manner, the
user can activate the user device U and/or the MCI 84
to display additional information about the fault alert or
alarm, such as the condition state generating the fault
alert and/or one or more condition states of the machine
16 and/or the elements E1...E7 which can be related to
the fault alert. In a non-limiting example, the condition
state generating the fault alert could be one of the ele-
ments E1, E2 in one of a blocked, starved, stopped, etc.
condition and/or could include input from one or more
sensors S which are in communication with at least one
of the elements E1, E2 to determine a condition state of
the elements E1, E2, where the input from the sensors

S is displayed to the user in response to the user touching
the UIE 86D in the predetermined manner. The additional
fault alert information can be displayed in a pop-up screen
or another screen, and/or the user device U can direct
the user to another area of the AOS 10, for example, to
an issue tracking system included in the AOS 10, to view
additional information such as causal information, cor-
rective action status, and/or a countermeasure plan to
assist in resolving the faulted condition. The examples
provided herein are illustrative and non-limiting, and it
would be understood that various UIEs 86 can be defined
by the MCI 84 which can be activated by a touch action
to display and/or provide additional information related
to the machine 16 and/or SOP 39 being displayed on the
touch screen 74. For example, a UIE 86 could be defined
by the legend and actuable by a touch action to display
the criteria for designating an operation Op as "RED" or
"GREEN." It would be understood that UIEs 86 defined
in the MCI 84 shown in FIG. 6 could be similarly activated
by a touch action to provide a user with access to addi-
tional information related to the operation Op and/or the
cycle indicators 29, 31 associated with the UIE 86.
[0048] FIGS. 7 and 8 show an illustrative example of
controlling and/or manipulating functions of a machine
16 via the MCI 84 of the user device U. In the example
shown, each of the operation steps Op1 through Op9 of
the SOP 39 is enabled as a UIE 86, and each of the base
cycle indicators 29 and/or actual cycle indicators 31 is
enabled as a UIE 86. As described herein, one or more
preconditions can be required to enable the use of the
MCI 84 and/or the user device U to control the machine
16, which can include user authentication, locating the
user device U including the MCI 84 in an enabled area
91 defined by the machine 16 associated with the MCI
84, connecting an enabling switch 50 to the user device
U, activating the enabling switch 50 and/or restricting op-
eration of the machine 16 to manual mode, e.g., disabling
automated operating mode while the MCI 84 and user
device U are enabled to control the machine 16. In an
illustrative non-limiting example shown in FIG. 7, where
the MCI 84 and user device U has been enabled to control
the machine 16, a user can control operation of the ma-
chine 16 associated with the MCI 84. In the example
shown, a SOP 39 is performed by the machine 16 includ-
ing operations Opl...Op9. Non-limiting examples of con-
trol which can be executed using the enabled user device
U and MCI 84 are illustrated by the corresponding touch
actions required to execute the control. For example, a
touch action 136A applied to UIE 86A can be configured
as a touch pressure such as a press and hold action,
where a user pressing and holding pressure on UIE 86A
will trigger, e.g., actuate, performance of operation Op1
by machine 16, and specifically be elements E1, E2. Op-
eration Op1, once initiated by the application of the touch
pressure, will continue to its conclusion so long as the
user continues to hold pressure on the UIE 86A. If the
touch action 136A is interrupted prior to the conclusion
of operation Op1, for example, by the user removing the
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user’s hand from touch screen 74, then operation Op1
ceases without concluding. The location of UIE 86A cor-
responds to the display of "Op1 (E1,E2)" in the SOP 39
displayed by the MCI 84 on touch screen 74, such that
the location of UIE 86A and the command to actuate op-
eration Op1 is intuitive to the user.
[0049] According to the invention, touch actions 136B
and 136C, applied respectively to UIE 86B and UIE 86C,
are combination touch actions requiring a press and slide
motion, where a user applying pressure and sliding, for
example, a fingertip in a generally horizontal direction
(as shown on the page) along the timeline corresponding
to the respective timelines of operations Op1 and Op5,
in the example shown, actuates the respective operation
Op1, Op5 corresponding to the activated UIE 86B, 86C.
The direction and duration of the touch action 136B, 136C
corresponds to the actuation of the operation. For exam-
ple, operation Op1, once initiated by applying the touch
action 136B as a sliding pressure to UIE 86B in the di-
rection of the arrow representing touch action 136B, will
continue from the start of operation Op1 to the conclusion
of operation Op1 so long as the user continues to apply
a sliding pressure on UIE 86B. If the touch action 136B
is interrupted prior to the conclusion of operation Op1,
for example, by removing the user’s hand from touch
screen 74, then operation Op1 ceases without conclud-
ing at the interrupted point in the operational cycle of
operation Op1. Continuation of operation Op1 from the
interrupted point to the conclusion of operation Op1 can
be reinitiated by reinitiating and applying the sliding ac-
tion 136B in the direction of the arrow indicating sliding
action 136B. The location of UIE 86B corresponds to the
display of the base cycle indicator 29 and/or the actual
cycle indicator 31 displayed by the MCI 84 on touch
screen 74, such that the location of UIE 86B and the
command to actuate operation Op1 is intuitive to the user.
Similarly, use of a sliding pressure in a horizontal direc-
tion along the timeline and/or cycle indicator 31 of the
SOP display 33 as a form of touch action required to
activate a corresponding UIE 86, such as UIE 86C for
operation Op5, is intuitive to the user.
[0050] Application of a touch action 136B in a direction
opposing the direction shown by the arrow representing
touch action 136B actuates the machine 16 to return the
event or motion to its starting position, e.g., actuates el-
ements E1, E2 in the present example to return to a start
position for operation Op1 and/or to a start condition de-
fined by operation Op1. If the touch action 136B in the
opposing direction is interrupted prior to the return of el-
ements E1, E2 to the start position, for example, by the
user removing the user’s hand from touch screen 74,
then operation Op1 ceases at the point of interruption of
the touch action 136B without returning the elements E1,
E2 to the start position and/or start condition of the op-
erational cycle of operation Op1. It would be understood
that a user could apply the touch action 136B in a gen-
erally horizontal motion and/or in different directions
along the timeline of operation Op1, with intermittent in-

terruptions in the touch action 136B, to evaluate the per-
formance of operation Op1 and/or for observation of the
operation Op1 at various points in the operation cycle of
operation Op1 at and between the start and stop (finish)
positions and/or conditions.
[0051] Similarly, as shown for operation Op 5 in the
present example, applying a touch action 136C as a slid-
ing pressure to UIE 86C and in the direction of the arrow
representing touch action 136C, actuates the machine
16 to return the event or motion to its starting position,
e.g., actuates element E7 in the present example to re-
turn to a start position for operation Op5 and/or to a start
condition defined by operation Op5. Element E7 will con-
tinue to return to the start position and/or start condition
of operation Op5 so long as the user continues to apply
a sliding pressure on UIE 86C in the direction of the arrow
indicating touch action 136C. If the touch action 136C is
interrupted prior to the conclusion of operation Op5, for
example, by removing the user’s hand from touch screen
74, then operation Op5 ceases without concluding. The
location of UIE 86C corresponds to the display of the
base cycle indicator 29 and/or the actual cycle indicator
31 displayed by the MCI 84 on touch screen 74 for op-
eration Op5, such that the location of UIE 86C and the
command to actuate operation Op5 is intuitive to the user.
Application of a touch action 136C in a direction opposing
the direction shown by the arrow representing touch ac-
tion 136C, as discussed related to touch action 136B,
actuates element E7 to continue from the start of oper-
ation Op1 to the conclusion of operation Op1 so long as
the user continues to apply a sliding pressure on UIE
86B. It would be understood that a user could apply the
touch action 136C in a generally horizontal motion and/or
in different directions along the timeline of operation Op5,
with intermittent interruptions in the touch action 136C,
to evaluate the performance of operation Op5 and/or for
observation of the operation Op5 at various points in the
operation cycle of operation Op5 at and between the start
and stop (finish) positions and/or conditions.
[0052] Referring now to FIG. 8, another example of a
MCI 84 is shown, where the MCI 84 provides a heartbeat
display 35 of the SOP 39 shown in FIG. 7. In the example
shown, UIE 86F can be actuated as by a touch action
136A, as described for FIG. 7, to actuate operation Op1
by applying a touch action which in the example shown
is a press and hold action. Operation Op1 will continue
to conclusion so long as the user maintains the touch
action 136A on the UIE 86F. Likewise, a user can apply
touch actions 136D and 136E in a manner similar to that
described for touch actions 136B and 136C of FIG. 7. In
the example shown in FIG. 8, the touch actions 136D
and 136E, applied respectively to UIE 86G and UIE 86H,
can be combination touch actions requiring a press and
slide motion, where a user applying pressure and sliding,
for example, a fingertip in a generally vertical direction
(as shown on the page) along the actual cycle indicator
bar 31 (see FIG. 4) of the heartbeat display 35 displayed
by the MCI 84 which corresponds the respective opera-
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tions Op4 and Op5, in the example shown, actuate the
respective operations Op4, Op5 corresponding to the ac-
tivates UIEs 86G, 86H. The direction and duration of the
respective touch action 136D, 136E corresponds to the
actuation of the respective operation Op4, Op5 in a ver-
tical direction corresponds with the performance direc-
tion of the touch action 136D, 136E, and where, as de-
scribed for FIG. 7, an interruption in the respective touch
action 136D, 136E interrupts performance of the respec-
tive operation Op4, Op5. For example, application of the
sliding pressure touch action 136D to the cycle indicator
bar 31 for operation Op4 in a direction shown by the arrow
indicating the touch action 136D, e.g., in a vertical direc-
tion upward (as shown on the page) actuates element
E6 to progress toward conclusion of operation Op4. Like-
wise, application of the sliding pressure touch action
136E to the cycle indicator bar 31 for operation Op5 in a
direction shown by the arrow indicating the touch action
136E, e.g., in a vertical direction downward (as shown
on the page) actuates element E7 to progress toward the
start of operation Op4. It would be understood that a user
could apply the touch actions 136D and 136E in a gen-
erally vertical motion and/or in different directions along
the vertical bars (actual cycle indicators 31) of the heart-
beat display 35, with intermittent interruptions in the touch
action 136D, 136E, to evaluate the performance of the
corresponding operations Op4, Op5 and/or elements E6,
E7, and/or for observation of the operations Op4, Op5
and/or elements E6, E7 at various points in the operation
cycle of operations Op4, Op5 at and between the start
and stop (finish) positions and/or conditions. The location
of UIEs 86G and 86H corresponds to the display of the
actual cycle indicator 31 in the heartbeat display 35 dis-
played by MCI 84 on touch screen 74, such that the lo-
cation of UIEs 86G and 86H and the commands to actu-
ate operations Op4 and Op5 are intuitive to the user.
Similarly, use of a sliding pressure in a vertical direction
along the cycle indicator bar 31 of the heartbeat display
35 as a form of touch action required to activate a corre-
sponding UIE 86, such as UIE 86G for operation Op4, is
intuitive to the user.
[0053] Still referring to FIGS. 7 and 8, with the user
device U enabled such that the MCI 84 can be used to
control operations of a machine such as operations
Opl...Op9 shown in SOP 39 displayed by MCI 84, it would
be understood that additional touch actions 136 (not
shown) could be used as described for FIGS. 5 and 6.
The form of the touch action used for specific function,
for example, the form of a touch action used to activate
a UIE 86 to display additional information related to an
operation, may be different when the user device U is
enabled. For example, as previously described for FIG.
7, applying a touch pressure 136A to activate UIE 86A
when the user device U is enabled as a HMI control de-
vice (such that MCI 84 can be used by a user to control
operation Op1) actuates elements E1,E2 to perform the
operation Op1. Applying the same touch pressure 136A
to activate UIE 86A when the user device U is not ena-

bled, as previously described for FIG. 5, causes MCI 84
to display additional information related to operation Op1.
Accordingly, a different form of touch action can be used
when the user device U is enabled to activate UIE 86A
to display additional information related to operation Op1.
For example, a double tap touch action could be used to
activate UIE 86A to display additional information related
to operation Op1 when the user device U is enabled as
an HMI control device. Other touch actions can be used
to manipulate information displayed by the user device
U. In one example, a user can transition between MCI
84 shown in FIG. 7 and MCI 84 shown in FIG. 8, by ap-
plying a swipe action across the touch screen 74, such
that the user can alternate between the SOP display 33
and the heartbeat display 35 of the SOP 39 when mon-
itoring and/or controlling the machine 16 performing the
operations of SOP 39.
[0054] It would be understood that various combina-
tions of touch actions 136, UIE 86 arrangements, and
MCI 84 display configurations can be used to view, mon-
itor and/or manipulate information displayed by an MCI
84 on the user device U, including information accessible
via AOS 10, and that various combinations of touch ac-
tions 136, UIE 86 arrangements, and MCI 84 display con-
figurations can be used to control operations Op per-
formed by a machine 16 via an MCI 84 using the user
device U in an enabled state, e.g., enabled as an HMI
control device to control operations of the machine 16,
and as such the examples provided herein are provided
for illustrative purpose and are non-limiting.
[0055] In one example, the response of the MCI 84
and/or the user device U to a touch action provided by a
user to a UIE 86 can be determined by the MCI 84 and/or
the user device U using additional criteria which can in-
clude, for example, the authentication level of the user
of the user device U. In one example, the user of the user
device U can be authenticated, for example, via a login
system, as having "viewer only" access, such that the
MCI 84 would be non-responsive to touch actions re-
served for controlling the machine associated with the
MCI 84, and would only be response to touch actions,
for example, requesting viewing of additional information.
In this way, the MCI 84 may appear the same to a viewer
only user and to a user with control authorization, how-
ever the UIEs 86 would be limited in response to the
authority level of the user. In another example, the re-
sponse of the MCI 84 and/or the user device U to a touch
action provided by a user to a UIE 86 can be determined
by the MCI 84 and/or the user device U using additional
criteria which can include, for example, the location of
the user device U, and/or the location of the user device
in combination with the authenticated authority level of
the user. For example, the control function response to
a touch action provided by a user to a UIE 84 may be
deactivated unless it is determined, for example, using
the location device 80 of the user device U, that the user
device U is located in an enabled area 91 of the machine
16 associated with the MCI 84, as described related to
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FIGS. 10, 11 and 12.
[0056] In another example, the response of the MCI
84 and/or the user device U to a touch action provided
by a user to a UIE 86 can be determined by the MCI 84
and/or the user device U using additional criteria which
can include, for example, detecting an enabling switch
50 connected to the user device U, where the enabling
switch 50 can be configured to interact with the user de-
vice U and/or the MCI 84 such that both hands of the
user are occupied with activating the enabling switch 50
and interfacing with the user device U when controlling
the machine 16 using the MCI 84. In one example, the
enabling switch 50 must be manually activated, e.g., the
trigger 66 must be depressed by the user’s hand, to use
the UIEs 86 of the MCI 84 to control actions of the ma-
chine 16 associated with the MCI 84. The criteria of a
connected and/or activated enabling switch 50 may be
combined with at least one other criteria to enable the
machine control functions of the UIEs 86. For example,
the control function response to a touch action provided
by a user to a UIE 84 may be deactivated unless it is
determined, for example, that the user device U is located
in an enabled area 91 of the machine 16 associated with
the MCI 84, and the user of the user device U has au-
thenticated authority to control the machine 16.
[0057] Referring now to FIGS. 9 and 12, shown is a
user device U connected to an enabling switch 50 such
that the user device U can be enabled for use as an au-
tomation human machine interface (HMI) device 175 for
controlling a machine 16, including controlling one or
more of an element E, station ST of the machine 16 and/or
operation Op of a SOP 39 performed by the machine 16.
As a precondition for controlling the machine 16 via the
user device U and/or enabling the user device U as an
HMI control device 175, operation of the machine 16 in
manual mode only can be required, such that control of
the machine 16 via the enabled user device U, e.g., via
the HMI control device 175, is limited to control in a man-
ual mode only. The enabling switch 50 may also be
known as a "dead man switch," a "live man switch," or
an "operator presence control (OPC)" as those terms are
commonly understood related to automation control. The
enabling switch 50, as shown in FIG. 9, includes a switch
connector 52 and switch cable 64 for connecting the en-
abling switch 50 to the user device U, for example, by
connection of the switch connector 52 to a connector port
72 of the user device U. In one example, the switch con-
nector 52 and the connector port 72 can each be a Uni-
versal Serial Bus (USB) type connector, such that the
enabling switch 50 and the user device U can be in com-
munication with each other. The length and/or configu-
ration of the switch cable 64 can be of a type which re-
quires a user to occupy both hands in the use of the HMI
control device 175 when the enabling switch 50 is con-
nected to the user device U. For example, the switch
cable 64 should be limited in length and/or non-extend-
able to prevent and/or avoid concurrent use of the ena-
bling switch 50 by one person and input to an MCI 84

displayed on the user device U by another person when
the enabling switch 50 is connected to the user device
U. The illustrated example is non-limiting, and other
means of limiting the concurrent triggering of the enabling
switch 50 and input to the touch screen 74 of the user
device U by two different users could be used. For ex-
ample, the enabling switch 50 may be mounted to the
user device U by a bracket (not shown) configured to
keep both hands of a user occupied in the use of the HMI
control device 175 while retaining the enabling switch 50
in close proximity to the user device U to prevent and/or
avoid concurrent use of the enabling switch 50 by one
person and touch input to the touch screen 74 by another
person. In this example, the bracket may be selectively
attachable to one or both of the enabling switch 50 and
the user device U such that the enabling switch 50 can
be disconnected from the user device U when not re-
quired to enable the user device U as a HMI control device
175. The enabling switch 50 can include a power source,
which can be a replaceable and/or rechargeable power
source such as a battery or power cell, and/or can be
powered by the power source of the user device U via
the connection established by the connector 52 and con-
nector port 72.
[0058] The enabling switch 50 includes at least one
trigger 66 for manually triggering, e.g., switching or acti-
vating, the enabling switch 50 to an enabled state. The
trigger 66 can be a two-way switch designed to close
when a grasping pressure is exerted on the trigger 66,
for example, by a hand of a user, and to open when the
grasping pressure is relieved, e.g., when the hand of the
user relaxes and/or is removed from the trigger 66. The
trigger 66 can be a three-way switch designed to close
when a grasping pressure is exerted on the trigger 66 to
place the trigger 66 in a mid-position, and to open when
the grasping pressure of a user is relieved from the trigger
66, and to open when the grasping pressure of a user is
increased to fully compress, in the example shown, the
trigger 66, such that the enabling switch 50 in a three-
way configuration requires the user to maintain a specific
triggering pressure on the trigger 66 to activate the ena-
bling switch 50. The enabling switch 50 can include a
finger pad 68, which may be referred to as a grip pad or
finger rest, for use in grasping the enabling switch 50
and/or balancing the triggering pressure exerted by the
user’s hand on the trigger 66. The enabling switch 50
can include a switch indicator 62 to provide an output to
the user indicating the condition status of the enabling
switch 50. For example, the switch indicator 62 can be
configured to change color to indicate connection to a
user device U, location of the enabling switch U in an
enabled area 91, switch condition of the trigger 66 (open
or closed), etc. In one example, the enabling switch 50
can include a locking mechanism including a removable
key 58 which must be installed to the enabling switch 50
to unlock the enabling switch 50 to an operable state.
The locking mechanism and/or key 58 can be of any suit-
able type, by way of example, including one of a mechan-
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ical, magnetic, or electromagnetic key 58. In one exam-
ple, access to the key 58 may be limited to authorized
users, e.g., users who are qualified to control a machine
16 using the HMI control device 175 including the ena-
bling switch 50.
[0059] The enabling switch 50 includes a processor 70
and a memory 54, some of which is computer-readable
tangible, non-transitory memory arranged on a printed
circuit board or otherwise available to the processor 70.
Instructions embodying the methods described herein
may be programmed into memory 54 and executed as
needed via the processor 70 to provide functionality of
the enabling switch 50 as described herein. The memory
54 may include, by way of example, sufficient read only
memory (ROM), optical memory, flash or other solid state
memory, and the like. Transitory memory such as ran-
dom access memory (RAM) and electrically-erasable
programmable read-only memory (EEPROM) may also
be included, along with other required circuitry (not
shown), including but not limited to a high-speed clock,
current/voltage/position sensing circuitry, analog-to-dig-
ital (A/D) circuitry, digital-to-analog (D/A) circuitry, a dig-
ital signal processor, and any necessary input/output
(I/O) devices and other signal conditioning and/or buffer
circuitry. The enabling switch 50 can include a location
device 56 a location device, such as a GPS transmit-
ter/receiver or an RFID which can be used to authenticate
location of the enabling switch 50 and/or to communicate
with another location device such as a machine location
device 60 of a machine 16, a location device 80 of a user
device U, etc., to establish the location of the enabling
switch 50 relative to the other location device and/or with-
in an area, such as the location of the enabling switch 50
within a facility 14 and/or within an enabled area 91 of a
machine 16.
[0060] In an illustrative example, at least three prereq-
uisite conditions must be satisfied for a user device U to
be enabled as an HMI control device 175 using the en-
abling switch 50. In this example, the first condition is
connection of the enabling switch 50 to the user device
U, for example, by connection of the connector 52 to the
connector port 72. The second condition is providing an
MCI 84 for the machine 16 to be controlled by the HMI
control device 175, e.g., by the enabled user device U,
to the user device U for display on the touch screen 74
of the user device U and enablement of the UIEs 86 re-
quired to control the machine 16 using touch input to the
displayed MCI 84. A third condition is activating the en-
abling switch 50 to an enabled state by activating the
trigger 66 to close the switch of the enabling switch, as
previously described, where the MCI 84 and/or the UIEs
86 defined by the MCI 84 are only enabled for control of
the machine 16 when the trigger 66 is activated by the
user to the enabled state.
[0061] In one example, an MCI 84 for controlling a spe-
cific machine 16 can be stored in the memory 54 of the
enabling switch 50, such that the enabling switch 50 is
customized, e.g., configured, for use with only that spe-

cific machine 16, and the MCI 84 is retrievable by the
user device U from the MCI 84, for display by the user
device U and control of the specific machine 16, via the
connection between the enabling switch 50 and the user
device U, e.g., via the connection established by connec-
tor 52 and connector port 72. The enabling switch 50 can
be programmed with, e.g., can receive and store the MCI
84 to memory 54, from AOS 10, for example, from a fa-
cility server L3 and/or via connection to the network 80.
In another example, multiple MCIs 84 corresponding to
multiple machines 16 can be stored in the memory 54 of
the enabling switch 50, such that the MCIs 84 corre-
sponding to the machine 16 to be controlled by the HMI
control device 175 can be selected from the multiple MCIs
stored on the enabling switch 50 and retrieved by the
user device U connected to the enabling switch 50, for
display on the touch screen 74 of the user device U. In
another example, the MCI 84 can be retrieved from AOS
10 by the user device U, for example, from a facility server
L3 or data memory storage 90, for example, via the net-
work 80. In one example, connection of the enabling
switch 50 to the user device U can be required for the
user device U to retrieve an MCI 84 from AOS 10 via the
network 80. In one example, the enabling switch 50 can
provide an authentication code or password to the user
device U for retrieving an MCI 84 from AOS 10 which
may only be usable by the user device U while the ena-
bling switch 50 is connected to the user device U, as a
means of authenticating the user device U to the AOS
10. In one example, the user of the user device U can be
required to provide a user password or user authentica-
tion code to the AOS 10 to access and retrieve the MCI
84 for download to the user device U, where the user
password or authentication code can be used by the AOS
10 to authenticate the user as an authorized user, e.g.,
a user who is qualified to control the machine 16 corre-
sponding to the MCI 84 being retrieved to the user device
U.
[0062] In an illustrative example, one or more supple-
mental conditions may be required in addition to the three
prerequisite conditions, to enable the HMI control device
175 to control a machine 16 via a MCI 84 displayed by
the user device U. In one example of a supplemental
condition, the HMI control device 175 must be located
within an enabled area 91 of the machine 16 to be con-
trolled. Location of the HMI control device 175 in the en-
abled area 91 can be established, for example, by com-
munication of the location device 56 of the enabling
switch 50 with the location device 60 of the machine 16
to be controlled, for example, where each of the location
devices 56, 60 can be RFID type devices. In another
example, each of the location devices 56, 60 can be GPS
type devices, where the location of the HMI control device
175 relative to the location of the machine 16 can be
established by GPS signals received from both location
devices 56, 60 via the network 80, to a server or controller
configured for that purpose, such as a facility server L3.
In this example, and referring to FIGS. 11 and 12, the
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HMI control device 175C would satisfy the supplemental
condition for control of machines 16C and 16D by estab-
lishing the location in the enabled areas 91C and 91D
defined for the respective machines 16C and 16D using
the location devices 60C, 60D and the location device
56 of the enabling switch 50C. As shown in FIG. 12, a
machine layout display 116 displayed to a user on the
user device U2 can be differentiated (for example, by the
double rings differentiating areas 91C and 91D in FIG.
12) to indicate to the user that machines 16C and 16D
can be controlled by the user device U2 based on the
present location of the user device U2 in the overlapping
area of the enabled areas 91C and 91D.
[0063] In another example of a supplemental condi-
tion, the machine 16 to be controlled must be placed in
manual operating mode to enable control via HMI control
device 175. The placement of the machine 16 into manual
operating mode can be communicated by the machine
controller L2 of the machine 16 being controlled, via the
machine controller L2 in communication with the facility
server L3 and/or the network 80, such that the status of
the machine 16 in manual operating mode can be con-
firmed to and monitored by the MCI 84 via the user device
U in communication with machine controller L2 and/or
the facility server L3 via the network 80. The examples
provided are non-limiting and illustrative, and other sup-
plemental conditions could be required. It would be un-
derstood that if any one of the prerequisite conditions or
any one of the supplement conditions, where supplemen-
tal conditions are applied, are not met, the control func-
tions of the MCI 84 would be disabled however the user
device U including the MCI 84 could be used to view and
monitor data collected from and/or related to the opera-
tion of the machine 16 corresponding to the MCI 84, as
previously described.
[0064] The detailed description and the drawings or
figures are supportive and descriptive of the present
teachings, but the scope of the present teachings is de-
fined solely by the claims. While some of the best modes
and other embodiments for carrying out the present
teachings have been described in detail, various alter-
native designs and embodiments exist for practicing the
present teachings defined in the appended claims.

Claims

1. A system (10) for controlling automation, the system
comprising:

a machine (16) in communication with a net-
work;
wherein the machine (16) is configured to collect
data generated by performance of at least one
operation by the machine (16) and to transmit
the collected data to the network;
wherein the at least one operation is one of a
sequence of operations (SOP) performed by the

machine (16);
wherein the data includes at least one of a base-
line cycle time for the at least one operation and
an actual cycle time for performance of the at
least one operation;
a user device (U) in communication with the net-
work configured to to receive a machine control
interface (MCI) (84) corresponding to the ma-
chine (16);
wherein:

the user device (U) is enabled as an auto-
mation human machine interface (HMI) de-
vice (175) configured to control the at least
one operation; and
a touch action applied to at least one UIE
(86) displayed on the user device is config-
ured to control the at least one operation;
the user device (U) including a touch inter-
face (74) configured to display the MCI (84);

wherein the MCI (84) is configured to display:

the collected data to the touch interface
(74);
the sequence of operations including the at
least one operation; and
at least one of:

a baseline cycle indicator displaying the
baseline cycle time of the at least one
operation; and
an actual cycle indicator displaying the
actual cycle time of the at least one op-
eration; and

wherein the MCI (84) defines the at least one
touch activated user interface element (UIE)
(86) configured to manipulate the data displayed
by the MCI (84);
wherein:

the at least one UIE (86) comprises a path
defined by the at least one of the baseline
cycle indicator and the actual cycle indica-
tor; and
the touch action applied to the at least one
UIE (86) as a sliding pressure in a first di-
rection along the path is configured to actu-
ate performance of the at least one opera-
tion to a conclusion of the at least one op-
eration; and
the touch action applied to the at least one
UIE (86) as a sliding pressure in a second
direction along the path and opposing the
first direction is configured to actuate per-
formance of the at least one operation to a
start of the at least one operation; and
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a selective interruption of the touch action
applied as a sliding pressure along the path
is configured to interrupt performance of the
at least one operation at a selected point
between the start of the at least one oper-
ation and the conclusion of the at least one
operation.

2. The system (10) of claim 1, wherein the MCI (84) is
configured to display the at least one of the baseline
cycle indicator and the actual cycle indicator in an
SOP timelinedisplay.

3. The system (10) of claim 1, wherein the MCI (84) is
configured to display the at least one of the baseline
cycle indicator and the actual cycle indicator in a
heartbeat display.

4. The system (10) of claim 1, wherein the at least one
UIE (86) is defined by the at least one operation dis-
played in the sequence of operations.

5. The system (10) of claim 1, further comprising:

an enabling switch (50) connected to the user
device (U);
wherein activation of the enabling switch (50) is
a prerequisite condition to enabling the user de-
vice (U) as an automation HMI device (175).

Patentansprüche

1. System (10) zur Steuerung der Automation, welches
System umfasst:

eine Maschine (16) in Verbindung mit einem
Netzwerk;
wobei die Maschine (16) konfiguriert ist, um Da-
ten zu sammeln, die mit der Ausführung von
mindestens einem Arbeitsablauf der Maschine
(16) generiert werden und um die gesammelten
Daten an das Netzwerk zu übertragen;
wobei der mindestens eine Arbeitsablauf, einer
aus einer Sequenz von Arbeitsabläufen (SOP)
ist, die von der Maschine (16) ausgeführt wer-
den;
wobei die Daten mindestens eirie aus einer Re-
ferenz-Zykluszeit für den mindestens einen Ar-
beitsablauf und einer momentanen Zykluszeit
für die Ausführung des mindestens einen Ar-
beitsablaufs, umfassen;
ein Benutzergerät (U) in Verbindung mit dem
Netzwerk, welches konfiguriert ist, um ein Ma-
schinen-Steuerungs-Interface (MCI) (84) zu
empfangen, welches mit der Maschine (16) kor-
respondiert;
wobei:

das Benutzergerät (U) als ein Automations-
Mensch-Maschine-Interface (HMI) -Gerät
(175) einsetzbar ist, welches konfiguriert ist,
um den mindestens einen Arbeitsablauf zu
steuern; und
eine Berührungs-Funktion, welche auf min-
destens einem UIE (86), welches auf dem
Benutzer-Gerät angezeigt wird, appliziert
ist, konfiguriert ist, um den mindestens ei-
nen Arbeitsablauf zu steuern;
das Benutzergerät (U) umfasst ein Berüh-
rungs-Interface (74), welches konfiguriert
ist, um das MCI (84) darzustellen;

wobei das MCI (84) konfiguriert ist, um darzu-
stellen:

die gesammelten Daten auf dem Berüh-
rungs-Interface (74);
die Sequenz von Arbeitsabläufen, welche
den mindestens einen Arbeitsablauf umfas-
sen; und
mindestens eines aus:

einem Referenz-Zyklus Indikator, wel-
cher die Referenz-Zykluszeit des min-
destens einen Arbeitsablaufs darstellt;
und
einem Momentan-Zyklus Indikator,
welcher die momentane Zykluszeit des
mindestens einen Arbeitsablaufs dar-
stellt; und

wobei das MCI (84) das mindestens eine berüh-
rungsaktivierte Benutzer-Interface-Element
(UIE) (86) definiert, welches konfiguriert ist, um
die Daten, welche von dem MCI (84) dargestellt
werden, zu manipulieren;
wobei:

das mindestens eine UIE (86) eine Bahn
umfasst, welche durch den mindestens ei-
nen aus dem Referenz-Indikator und dem
Momentanzyklus-Indikator definiert ist; und
die Berührungsfunktion, welche auf das
mindestens eine UIE (84) als ein Gleitdruck
in einer ersten Richtung entlang der Bahn
appliziert ist, konfiguriert ist, um die Ausfüh-
rung des mindestens einen Arbeitsablaufs
bis zu einem Schluss des mindestens einen
Arbeitsablaufs zu aktivieren; und
die Berührungsfunktion, welche auf dem
mindestens einen UIE(84) als ein Gleit-
druck in einer zweiten Richtung entlang der
Bahn und gegengesetzt der ersten Rich-
tung appliziert ist, konfiguriert ist, um die
Ausführung des mindestens einen Arbeits-
ablaufs zu aktivieren, um den mindestens
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einen Arbeitsablaufs zu starten; und

eine selektive Unterbrechung der Berührungs-
funktion, welche als Gleitdruck entlang der Bahn
appliziert ist, konfiguriert ist, die Ausführung des
mindestens einen Arbeitsablaufs an einem se-
lektierten Punkt zwischen dem Start des min-
destens einen Arbeitsablaufs und dem Schluss
des mindestens einen Arbeitsablaufs zu unter-
brechen.

2. System (10) nach Anspruch 1, wobei das MCI (84)
konfiguriert ist, um den mindestens einen aus dem
Referenzzyklus-Indikator und dem Momentanzyk-
lus-Indikator in einem SOP Timeline-Display anzu-
zeigen.

3. System (10) nach Anspruch 1, wobei das MCI (84)
konfiguriert ist, um den mindestens einen aus dem
Referenzzyklus-Indikator und dem Momentanzyk-
lus-Indikator bei einem Herzschlag-Display anzuzei-
gen.

4. System (10) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die mindestens
eine UIE (86) durch den mindestens einen Arbeits-
ablauf, welcher in der Sequenz von Arbeitsabläufen
angezeigt wird, definiert ist.

5. System (10) nach Anspruch 1, ferner umfassend:

einen Freigabe Schalter (50), welcher mit dem
Benutzergerät (U) verbunden ist;
wobei die Aktivierung des Freigabeschalters
(50) eine vorausgesetzte Bedingung ist, um das
Benutzergerät (U) als ein Automations- HMI
-Gerät (175) freizugeben.

Revendications

1. Système (10) de commande d’automatisation, le
système comprenant :

une machine (16) en communication avec un
réseau ;

selon lequel la machine (16) est configurée
pour collecter des données générées par
l’exécution d’au moins une opération de la
machine (16) et pour transmettre les don-
nées collectées au réseau ;
selon lequel la au moins une opération est
une opération parmi une séquence d’opé-
rations (SOP) effectuées par la machine
(16) ;
selon lequel les données comportent au
moins un élément parmi un temps de cycle
de base pour la au moins une opération et

un temps de cycle réel pour l’exécution de
la au moins une opération ;

un dispositif utilisateur (U) en communication
avec le réseau configuré pour recevoir une in-
terface de commande de la machine (ICM) (84)
correspondant à la machine (16) ;
selon lequel :

le dispositif utilisateur (U) est actif en tant
que dispositif d’interface homme-machine
d’automatisation (IHM) (175) configuré
pour commander la au moins une
opération ; et
une action à touche appliquée à au moins
un élément d’interface utilisateur à touches
(EIU) (86) affichée sur le dispositif utilisa-
teur est configurée pour commander la au
moins une opération ;
le dispositif utilisateur (U) comportant une
interface à touches (74) configurée pour af-
ficher la ICM (84) ;

selon lequel la ICM (84) est configurée
pour afficher :

les données collectées à l’interface
à touches (74) ;
la séquence d’opérations compor-
tant la au moins une opération ; et

au moins un élément parmi :

un indicateur de cycle de base af-
fichant le temps du cycle de base
de la au moins une opération ; et
un indicateur de cycle réel affichant
le temps de cycle réel de la au
moins une opération ; et

selon lequel la ICM (84) définit la au
moins un élément d’interface utilisateur
à touches (EIU) (86) configuré pour ma-
nipuler les données affichées par la
ICM (84) ;
selon lequel :

le au moins un EIU (86) comprend
un chemin défini par au moins un
objet parmi l’indicateur de cycle de
base et l’indicateur de cycle réel ;
et
l’action à touche appliquée au au
moins un EIU (86) sous forme de
pression glissante dans une pre-
mière direction le long du chemin
est configurée pour actionner
l’exécution de la au moins une opé-
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ration vers une conclusion de la au
moins une opération ; et

l’action à touche appliquée au au moins un
EIU (86) sous forme de pression glissante
dans une deuxième direction le long du che-
min et à l’opposé de la première direction
est configurée pour actionner l’exécution de
la au moins une opération vers un début de
la au moins une opération ; et

une interruption sélective de l’action à touche
appliquée sous forme de pression glissante le
long du chemin est configuré pour interrompre
l’exécution de la au moins une opération à un
point choisi entre le début de la au moins une
opération et la conclusion de la au moins une
opération.

2. Système (10) selon la revendication 1, selon lequel
la ICM (84) est configurée pour afficher au moins
l’un parmi l’indicateur de cycle de base et l’indicateur
de cycle réel dans un affichage chronométrique de
SOP.

3. Système (10) selon la revendication 1, selon lequel
la ICM (84) est configurée pour afficher au moins
l’un parmi l’indicateur de cycle de base et l’indicateur
de cycle réel dans un affichage à battement de cœur.

4. Système (10) selon la revendication 1, selon lequel
le au moins un EIU (86) est défini par la au moins
une opération affichée dans la séquence d’opéra-
tions.

5. Système (10) selon la revendication 1, comprenant
en outre :

un commutateur d’activation (50) connecté au
dispositif utilisateur (U) ;
selon lequel l’activation du commutateur d’acti-
vation (50) est un prérequis pour l’activation du
dispositif utilisateur (U) en tant que dispositif
d’automatisation IHM (175).
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